
   Great all around book for intermediate to advanced drivers looking for a practical approach to break through performance plateaus to the next level of driving performance

2. Carl Lopez: *Going Faster! Mastering the Art of Race Driving*

   Still current after 20 years, this book contains the best and most detailed explanations about how to execute fundamental skills the best you can.


   The whole series of Speed Secrets books by noted coach Ross Bentley helps drivers continuously improve by focusing on tried and tested mental preparation, visualization and concentration exercises.

4. Alan Johnson: *Driving in Competition*

   Still current after 40 years, Johnson breaks down the examination of learning a new track (or getting better at one you already know) into now industry-standard methodology. Superb!

5. Piero Taruffi: *The Technique of Motor Racing*

   As a noted, winning racing driver and credentialed engineer, Taruffi deconstructs the optimal line, geometry and techniques that make quick drivers even quicker. This book precedes all the others.

6. Christopher Brown: *Making Sense of Squiggly Lines*

   Great introduction through intermediate guide for using readily available metrics produced by most measuring systems to evaluate, assess and improve driving technique.


   The most practical guide, with included information for most frontline data systems (MoTeC, AiM Sports, Pi Research, now Cosworth) to leverage basic measures into powerful tools for objective measuring of heretofore subjective measures (brake aggression, throttle speed, traction circle). A must for serious students of the sport.


Your personal, distance-learning track walk with pro coaches Peter Krause and Ross Bentley, downloadable and viewable on any device, on your schedule, available for a growing list of tracks throughout North America.

Road Atlanta, Watkins Glen, Sonoma, Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca available now.
VIR, Indy GP Road Course, Road America available soon.